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In 2004, Steven Bell and John Shank pre-
sented their blueprint for the “blended 

librarian,” defi ned as 

. . . an academic librarian who com-
bines the traditional skill set of li-
brarianship with the information 
technologist’s hardware/software skills, 
and the instructional or educational 
designer’s ability to apply technology 
appropriately in the teaching-learning 
process.1 
 
These authors posit that the “blended 

librarian” is a necessary response to the 
marginalization of the academic library. As 
the library ceases to be the de facto center 
of information on campus amid the growing 
popularity of learning management systems, 
ebooks and ejournals, online textbooks, Ama-
zon, Google, and a host of other competing 
commercial services, librarians must assert 
or reassert their role in the teaching and 
learning process. For well over a century, 
librarians have been trained in the organiza-
tion, maintenance, access, and retrieval of 
information, and our profession has a long 
history of public service and commitment 
to the information seeker and learner. The 
blended librarian takes these traditional skills 
and values and enhances them with the lat-
est developments in information technology 
and instructional design in order to meet the 
needs of the 21st-century learner.

“Academic librarians, at the core of their 
profession, are educators,” Bell and Shank 
wrote in 2007, and the work of academic 

librarians is “directed to helping students 
and faculty achieve academic success.”2 But 
librarians can no longer position themselves 
at service desks and wait for students and 
faculty to come to them. We must work to 
blend library and information services into 
the teaching and learning process by applying 
“design thinking,” which involves, fi rst and 
foremost, putting ourselves in the place of the 
user in order to understand how the user can 
receive the “optimal learning experience.”3 

The blended librarian on today’s campus 
seeks to meet the user on the user’s terms. 

The blended librarian is focused on 
course goals and learning objectives outside 
of the library and across the curriculum. 
Books, articles, and reserve readings (both 
electronic and print) may meet the needs of 
many faculty and students. But for instruc-
tors who seek to use new forms of multi-
media—streaming video, podcasts, digitized 
images, 3-D animations, screencasts, etc.—to 
engage students and enhance the learning 
experience, the blended librarian is there 
to provide guidance and expertise, as well. 
Perhaps the learning objectives are more 
collaborative in nature and would benefi t 
from social software in the form of wikis, 
blogs, video sharing, discussion forums, 
and other tools offered through a learning 
management system. The blended librarian 
is versed in both print and online tools and 
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can help faculty meet course goals, regard-
less of the medium or technology.

Essentially, this is a new call to outreach. 
The blended librarian seeks to build new col-
laborations with students, faculty, staff, and 
other information and instructional technol-
ogy professionals both in and outside of the 
classroom—in physical spaces and virtual en-
vironments—in order to match learners and 
teachers with the information tools they need.

The evolving academic library
While the future of the library as a storehouse 
of printed texts remains uncertain, we have 
seen something of a renaissance in academic 
libraries over the last fi ve years in terms of 
space planning and learning spaces. This is 
evident from the numerous articles, books, 
reports, and Webcasts from ACRL, Coun-
cil on Library and Information Resources, 
EDUCAUSE, and our other professional 
organizations.4 

Many academic libraries are seeking to 
reinvent their physical spaces, transforming 
them into social, cultural, and technological 
centers where students, faculty, and other 
users can gather and work collaboratively 
with digital and print media under one roof. 
The learning commons now found in many 
libraries demonstrates how librarians are 
seeking to reinvent themselves in order to 
meet changing student needs. 

The learning commons may be seen as 
an extension of the classroom experience. 
When it is equipped, furnished, and staffed 
with Bell and Shank’s ideas in mind, it can 
foster student learning in new and creative 
ways—ways that may not be available or 
conducive in the typical college classroom. 
Today’s learning commons is not a static 
computer lab, 

rather it incorporates the freedom of 
wireless communication, fl exible work-
space clusters that promote interaction 
and collaboration, and comfortable 
furnishings, art, and design to make 
users feel relaxed, encourage creativ-
ity, and support peer-learning. To this 

add self-help graphics services, color 
imaging, audio and video editing, and 
other production and presentation soft-
ware and it becomes a one-stop col-
laboratory for out-of-class assignments, 
writing, research, and group projects.5

The space employs design that focuses on 
and accentuates students’ propensities for 
social learning. Workspaces are modular, 
fl exible, and comfortable, allowing for dif-
ferent group sizes and confi gurations, from 
individuals working with a mentor to larger 
groups. Large widescreen monitors allow 
everyone seated around the table to be part 
of the project. The space supports hands-on 
problem solving and provides the perfect 
setting for students, peers, and librarians 
to share and learn from each other. We’ve 
only seen the beginning of these new types 
of learning spaces, which will continue to 
evolve with technology. Blended librarians 
are needed to work in and help develop 
these spaces now and in the future.

As we work to reinvent library spaces, 
Bell and Shank’s call to action is all the more 
relevant and timely. The challenge now is to 
redefi ne, retrain, and recruit library person-
nel to work in these “blended libraries,” to 
realign precious resources to address today’s 
and tomorrow’s users with the wide range 
of services they expect and need from us 
and our facilities.

A new type of learning space, a new 
type of service
One unit in today’s academic library whose 
future is uncertain is the reference desk, 
leaving some librarians wondering if it 
is still relevant or needed.6 This is not so 
much because students, faculty, and other 
users no longer have questions—it’s that 
the nature and extent of their information 
needs have changed. In the past, a reference 
librarian might assist a student in retrieving 
specifi c information, point him or her to a 
photocopier, and be done with the transac-
tion. This is no longer enough. Let us not 
forget our profession’s focus on information 
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literacy as defi ned by ACRL that stresses the 
student’s ability to

• determine the extent of information 
needed; 

• access the needed information effec-
tively and effi ciently; 

• evaluate information and its sources 
critically; 

• incorporate selected information into 
one’s knowledge base; 

• use information effectively to accom-
plish a specifi c purpose; and

• understand the economic, legal, and 
social issues surrounding the use of infor-
mation, and access and use information 
ethically and legally.7 

The reference interview/transaction, as 
traditionally practiced in most libraries, met 
the student only part of the way on this 
continuum, focusing primarily on the fi rst 
two bullets: determining the information 
need and access. This interaction did not 
typically focus on teaching or learning out-
comes per se, but on responding to specifi c 
requests. The reference desk was reactive, 
often passive. In addition, librarians were 
dealing primarily with fi xed media arranged 
predictably on library shelves where we had 
complete control. 

The Internet and Google have changed 
the playing fi eld dramatically and irrevoca-
bly. Online information now dominates. Hy-
pertexts, digital media, and interactive Web 
2.0 “documents” (if we can even continue to 
call them that) can be revised, moved, and 
changed quickly and without much effort. 

What was there yesterday may be differ-
ent today; what is there today may not be 
there tomorrow. This raises all new types 
of questions about evaluating information 
and its sources critically. Librarians who can 
adapt to the changing information landscape 
quickly and easily will be sought after in the 
blended library.

Libraries still have a place on today’s 
campus, but we must expand what we offer 
if we expect users to come to us. The learn-
ing commons is precisely the type of space 
where the blended librarian can thrive, and 

the blended librarian is needed if the learn-
ing commons is to be successful. With the 
right staffi ng, the learning commons can be 
a vibrant and engaging collaborative space 
where users receive personalized hands-on 
instruction at the point of need. 

Here is one example involving a student 
in need of demographic information for a 
class project. 

Undergraduate Susan discovers the U.S. 
Census Bureau’s American FactFinder Web 
site by performing a Google search for “race 
and population data” at one of the computer 
stations in her library’s learning commons. 
She is in need of comparative racial data for 
different counties in her home state but is 
not having much luck navigating the Cen-
sus site and refi ning her search. A roving 
blended librarian walks by and notices she 
might need some help. After a few minutes, 
Susan has displayed a detailed table with 
some useful data for her project.

But now what? Susan has numerous op-
tions. She may just want to print it. Simple 
enough. But the blended librarian in the 
learning commons can help the student 
explore multiple ways to output, work with, 
and incorporate that information. Perhaps 
she would like to download the data into 
spreadsheet software. How about incor-
porating it into her paper, presentation, or 
Web site? Perhaps a three-dimensional bar 
graph generated by the spreadsheet software 
would be ideal for this fi gure. The student 
may not even know about this option. Per-
haps she would like to create a thematic 
map of the data in a magenta, green, or 
violet color scheme to really highlight the 
contrasts (yes, the Census Bureau Web site 
will let you do this). And what about the 
ethical concerns? Just because the technol-
ogy allows you do something, is it ethical 
to extract specifi c data, repackage it, or to 
take information out of context for one’s 
own purposes? 

And how do you cite this in APA style, 
anyway?

Working with the student to explore all 
of these options and issues is all in a day’s 
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work for the blended librarian in the learning 
commons. Communication is key, not only 
with the student but with the instructor. The 
blended librarian is focused on the student’s 
immediate information need, but also with the 
broader learning objectives of the assignment 
and course.

Promoting the learning commons and 
blended librarianship
The following are some steps that blended 
libraries and librarians can take to better pro-
mote the learning commons, ourselves, and 
our services:

1. Be change agents on campus, that is, 
be early adopters, promoters, profi cient users, 
and supporters of instructional technology. 
Let the learning commons be a “test kitchen” 
for new hardware, software, and tools for 
online learning. When it comes to innovation 
and learning, make sure that the library and 
librarians are foremost in the minds of faculty 
and administrators.

2. Partner with faculty. Develop new pro-
grams and services jointly that focus on new 
ways of student learning. Provide and support 
specialized software (GIS, SAS, Mathematica, 
etc.) and hardware (multimedia stations, plot-
ters, scanners, etc.) needed for research and 
class projects in the learning commons. Work 
with faculty to encourage out-of-class work 
in the library. Chances are that the library is 
open more hours than departmental labs and is 
more centrally located (plus we have blended 
librarians on duty who can help).

3. Transform the reference desk. Partner 
with information technology staff to create a 
technology and learning desk located within 
or in close proximity to the learning com-
mons. This centralized, blended service point 
staffed with skilled student assistants, blended 
librarians, and IT staff can help students with 
a wide range of hardware and software issues, 
research questions, and provide impromptu 
hands-on learning opportunities. 

4. Recruit and develop bright and techno-
logically savvy students to assist other students 
on the fl oor. Peer mentors are key. Studies 
show that students will more often go to a 

student assistant their own age than ask a 
librarian for help. 

5. Be available for one-on-one consulta-
tions and individual appointments, as opposed 
to sitting at a service desk waiting for students 
to come to you. You have more important 
things to do than just sit there. Train student 
workers to refer complex or diffi cult ques-
tions to the professional librarian on duty. 
The “roving librarian” is another possibility. 
Periodically, the roving librarian can walk 
through the learning commons and notice 
what students are working on.

6. Take the show on the road. The learning 
commons is a perfect place for scheduled or 
impromptu instruction for small groups and 
individuals, but be willing to venture out of the 
library and meet with faculty and students on 
their home turf. Take the spirit of the learning 
commons and blended librarianship with you, 
and encourage student and faculty to come to 
the learning commons and meet with you for 
follow-up consultations.

7. Develop online tutorials and guides that 
allow students and faculty to learn when they 
want to and at their own pace. Embrace stu-
dents’ do-it-yourself/Web 2.0 spirit. If you give 
students the right tools, they may surprise you 
with their independence and creativity. Pro-
vide a way for students to collaborate with you 
and even develop new online guides for you.

Conclusion
Our campuses require us to be many things. 
We are expected to maintain many of our 
traditional services and build print collections 
(often with dwindling resources) while focus-
ing on the latest technologies, media, and 
modes of research, teaching, and learning. 
This presents a challenge, but also exciting 
possibilities. Libraries and librarians are valued 
and respected because we are attune to the 
needs of students and faculty and concerned 
with their academic success. It is now up to us 
to respond to the needs of the next genera-
tion of learner. 

We will continue to provide book collec-
tions and spaces for quiet study and refl ec-

(continues on page 516)
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as those with library consortia, may include 
both acquisitions and interlibrary lending 
agreements, which affect the need for and 
use of library space. 

College libraries, with their unique 
strengths and histories, are in a strong po-
sition to continue their positive impact on 
teaching and learning by making appropriate 
changes in their physical spaces. Tracking 
trends in student learning, working across 
campus units to provide enhanced curricu-
lar support, and collaborating in consortial 
partnerships are only a few of the ways li-
braries can gain the information and support 
needed to meet the challenges of changing 
collections and spaces. 
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tion, but we have the opportunity to develop 
new types of spaces for social, cultural, and 
technological “gathering”—places where users 
can collaborate and work with trained profes-
sionals who understand the broader issues 
and contexts of information and technology. 

If libraries are to remain viable on our cam-
puses we must reaffi rm our place as learning 
centers for the exploration, and sharing of 
information, and the blended librarian is key 
to making this successful.
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